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Abstract 
In this thesis, we will discuss some basic properties of Calabi-Yau manifolds 
over finite fields, starting from preliminaries. We will cover two ideas: the first 
one is to compare the number of rational points over finite fields of a family of 
Calabi-Yau manifolds and its mirror family; and the second one is an idea in the 
papers [1’ 2] by Candelas, de la Ossa and Rodriguez Villegas, which is on the 
relations between the periods of the Calabi-Yau manifolds with its number of 
rational points over finite fields. We will focus mainly on examples, especially the 
one dimensional case of elliptic curves and the three dimensional case of quintic 
threefolds. These examples will lead us to various interesting observations and 
conjectures. 
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It has been long known that the geometry of Calabi-Yau manifolds is important 
to both mathematics and physics. However, it is only known recently that the 
arithmetic of Calabi-Yau manifolds also plays an important role in these areas, 
and it is the interactions between the arithmetic properties and the geometric 
properties of Calabi-Yau manifolds that provide us the insight into these areas. 
In this thesis, we will discuss two possible interactions. 
The first one is to compare the number of rational points over finite fields F^ 
{q being an odd prime power) on a family of Calabi-Yau manifolds with its mirror 
family. In this thesis, we will take the family of Calabi-Yau varieties X^； defined 
by the equation 
P(.7；, l/j) = .Ti + .T^  + •••+•< + ljjXiX2 • • . (1.1) 
where n > 2,外 e = (a:i’ … , X n ) , and their mirror family Y吻 being the 
projective closure over some toric variety of the varieties defined by 
Q{x, = + • • • + + ——-——+ (1.2) 
rci • --Xn-i 
where n > G F,”:r = (rci,. •. ’工,,.-1). In particular, if we set n = 5 in ( 1 . 1 ) 
and (1.2) we get the family of quintic tlireefolds and the family of the affiiie 
mirrors. They are our main objects of investigation. 
7 
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In this particular example, we are able to prove that the number of Fg-points 
over X喻 is equal to that of Y^ if the original family X^ p satisfies some mild 
conditions, and the conditions will be satisfied for example if is smooth. We 
expect that this phenomenon continues to hold for any Calabi-Yau manifolds, or 
at least any Calabi-Yau manifolds that its mirror family can be constructed by 
taking certain quotient constructions. 
The second possible interaction, suggested in [1，2], is about expressing the 
number of F^-points on a Calabi-Yau manifold in terms of its periods. In this 
paper, we will study the well-known example of elliptic curves that was originally 
developed by Manin, and the example of the quintic threefolds obtained by taking 
n 二 5 in the equation (1.1) given above. We are able to confirm the results that, 
in these examples, the number of F^-points modulo q can really be expressed in 
terms of its periods. The expectation is that this should be true for all (smooth) 
Calabi-Yau manifolds. 
This thesis is aimed to give an introductory expose to the interactions between 
the geometry and arithmetic of Calabi-Yau manifolds. The prerequisites for this 
thesis vary from basic number theory to basic Calabi-Yau geometry. For this we 
have included two chapters for preliminaries. Chapter 2 gives us the tools that 
are needed for our calculations, this includes an introduction to /^-adic numbers, 
the Teichmiiller representatives, and basic character theory. In chapter 3, we in-
troduce the basic geometry of a Calabi-Yau manifold, so that we can have a rough 
understanding of the object we are investigating in advance of our calculations. 
In Chapter 4 we begin our calculations of numbers of F^-points on the families 
(1.1) and (1.2). Our strategy is to first derive a general formula (see Theorem 1), 
and then put into the formula various equations corresponding to various varieties. 
We will then be able to get some important observations and conjectures about 
the numbers of Fg-points on these families. 
In Chapter 5 we further our investigation by calculating the periods and the 
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number of Fg-points modulo q of the elliptic curves given by the Legendre form 
and also the family of quintic threefolds. We will follow the method in [1], but 
we will be considering more generally the Fg-points instead of Fp-points. Never-
theless, the same method applies and we are able to express the number of points 
modulo q in terms of the periods precisely in the cases of elliptic curves and the 
family of quintic threefolds. 
Unless otherwise stated, all the q in this thesis represent odd prime powers, 
while all the p are odd primes. 
Chapter 2 
Preliminaries on Number Theory 
2.1 Finite Fields 
A field F is a set with two operations (+ , •) such that both (F, + ) and (F — {0 } , . ) 
are abelian groups, and satisfies the distribution law. It is called a finite field if 
it has finitely many elements. 
It can be shown that every finite fields have order being a prime p or a power 
of prime q = p"', and for each q = jf we have a finite field of order q. It can also 
be shown that two finite fields are isomorphic if and only if they have the same 
number of elements. Therefore, we can denote F^ the finite field with q elements, 
without any ambiguity. 
Example 2.1.1. The simplest example of finite fields are the set of integers 
modulo p: 
Fp = { 0 ， l , 2 ’ … . , p - l } , 
with addition and multiplication defined as the usual ones modulo p. 
Note that p must be a prime in order for this construction to work. If we choose 
a composite number n = nin2 with ni, 712 > 1, and consider integers modulo n, 
we would get nin2 = 0 and hence ni, 7x2 have no multiplicative inverses. 
10 
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Example 2.1.2. All other finite fields F^ with q = jf can be obtained from Fp by 
adjoining a root a of an irreducible polynomial (with coefficients in Fp) of degree 
s, and the construction is independent (up to isomorphism) of which irreducible 
polynomial or which root is chosen. In this way, the field ¥q has the following 
representation: 
¥g = {ao + aia-\- a^ a"^  + ——h a; G Fp}. 
Another important feature of a finite field Fg is that its multiplicative group 
¥* is cyclic. In other words, there exists a generator ^ € F* so that 
Such a generator is called a primitive root modulo q. 
Example 2.1.3. It is easy to see that 2 is a primitive root modulo 5，because 
2i 二 2’ 22 = 4’ 23 = 8 = 3’ 24 = 16 = 1’ 
each multiplication is evaluated modulo 5. 
There are two classical results in number theory that will be useful later. 
The first one is Fermat's little theorem, which says that aP = a (mod p), or 
equivalently, in Fp, 
1 1， a 
aP-i = • (2.1) 
[ 0 , a = 0 
We can generalize it to the finite field with q = jf elements. In F^, 
1 f 1, a —0 
a ' - ' = I . (2.2) 
[ 0 , a = 0 
The second one is about the sums of powers of field elements. 
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‘ 
v-^ 0, g — l | n o r n = 0 
^ a" = . (2.3) 
a€F, 卜 - 1 ’ Q - and n 0 
The case for n = 0 is due to the convention that we define = 1 even when 
u = 0. See [24] for details. 
Remark 2.1.1. This is a special case of character sums, which will be discussed 
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Recall that in building our number system, the set of real numbers R is ob-
tained as the completion of Q by the usual norm |卜 ||oo，and then if we adjoin 
to R, we will get the set of complex numbers C which is both algebraically closed 
and complete. This is the main site for usual (complex) analysis. Similarly, if 
we try to complete Q with respect to the p-adic norm for some prime p, 
we will get the set of p-adic numbers Q". By taking the algebraic closure of Qp 
(this time the process yields an infinite field extension, in contrary to the case 
for M), we will get an algebraically closed field K. Unfortunately, this field K is 
not complete. By coinpletirig this field JK, we finally get a field Cp that is both 
algebraically closed and complete. This is the main site for the p-adic analysis, 
and the main site for us to work on. For details of the above constructions, see 
[19]. 
The p-adic numbers can be thought of as Laurent series of p, this is to say 
oo 
Qp = anP"|0 < a n < p - l , n o e Z } . 
n=no 
We also define the ring of jr^adic integers Zp as the set of all integral elements 
in Qp, or equivalently the subset of Qp with no > 0. The p-adic units Z* is the 
group of all units in Zp. They are the elements in Qp with uq = 0 and ao 0. It 
is easy to see that 
Z； = {XeQ,\ = 
There is a striking similarity between the field of p-adic numbers Qp and the 
function field F p � over Fp. Fix p to be a prime. We start with 
Z = {n| n = ao + aip + a2p2 H h aip\ a^  = 0,1,2, • • • ,p - 1} 
¥j,[t] = {f{t)\ f{t) = ao + ait + a2t^ + • • • + ait\ a,； = 0,1, 2, • • • ,p - 1}. 
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Thus we can view Z as the polynomial ring with "indeterminate p” and coefficients 
in ¥p. By completing the above "polynomial rings" formally (i.e. to consider 
formal power series) we obtain 
Zp == {n = ao + aip + a2p2 H + aj?/H | a; = 0’ 1’ 2 ’ . . . _ 1} 
¥p[[t]] = {/W = ao + iiii + a2Z2 + ... + ai�< + ...|ai = 0’l，2，...’p—i}. 
Hence Zp becomes the ring of power series with "indeterminate p". Finally, by-
taking quotient fields we get -
oo 
Qp = { n = ^ a i p > o € Z , a i = 0 , l , 2 , - - - , p - l } 
i=no 
oo 
F p � = { / W = '"'0 e ai = 0,1,2, • • • - 1}, 
i=no 
and Qp is the fields of Laurent series with "indeterminate p". The striking simi-
larity is due to the fact that both Z and ¥p[t] are Dedekind domains. See [19] or 
[22] for details. 
Remark 2.2.3. The groups of units in Zp and Fp[[/.]] also have similar representa-
tions. 
oo 
z； = {n = Z a , p ” a i = 0 , l , 2 ’ . . - ’ p — l ’ a � — 0} 
i=0 
oo 
Fp[M]* = { / ( O = X ] a A fl, =： 0,1, 2, • • • , p - 1, ao 0}. 
i=Q 
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2.3 The Teichmiiller Representatives 
The />-adic numbers 
oo 
= b,p'\ 二 0’ 1’...，p - 1, n � e Z } 
i=no 
can be viewed as some sort of p-ary numbers with "digits" 0,1, • • • — 1. It is 
clear that we may choose any other set S = {ao, a i , . . • , Q!p_i} C Zp satisfying 
(Xi 三 i (mod p) as our "digit set", and obtain an equivalent theory by setting 
oo 
ft) 二 切 ' I � 二 0，1，…）P - 1’ n � e Z } . 
i=no 
There is a set S, whose elements are called the Teichmiiller representa-
tives, which plays an important role on p-adic analysis. 
Construction of the Teichmiiller Representatives 
The Teichmiiller representatives are solutions (in QP) of the equation TJ' = X. 
Clearly x = 0 is a solution. If .t 0 we can write = 1. Now if a G Z*, then 
by Fermat's little theorem (2.1), 
aP-i = l + 0(p). 
Taking the p-th power and apply the binomial theorem to RHS, we get 
Continuing in this way, for any natural number n, we obtain 
= 1 + •(严)• 
Therefore, the Teichmiiller representatives are the limits 
Teich � - l i m aP\ 
n—+00 
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Remark 2.3.1. One importance of the Teichmiiller representatives is that we can 
use it to embed Fp into Qp by sending a to Teich(a), because 
( a , ) ( 6 0 = 
aP" + y'" = + 
so after taking limit yields 
Teich(a)Teich(6) = Teich(a6) 
Teich(a) + Teich(6) = Teich(a + 6). 
Remark 2.3.2. It is also possible to embed ¥g {q = p®) into Qp by taking 
Teicho(a) = lim a广, n—+00 
Those a E Qp that satisfy a'l = a are exactly the image of the above inclusion. 
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2.4 Character Theory 
In this section, we will be dealing with the basic character theory and character 
sums. These will be the main tools in our calculations of the number of rational 
points in a Calabi-Yau manifold over finite fields. 
Definition 2. A (multiplicative) character on a (finite) group G is a (continuous) 
homomorphism x : — or X : —劣’ where Sj = {x € C;| ||a:||p = 1} is the 
unit circle in Cp. 
Remark 2.4.1. Since S^  or Sj are commutative, x maps the commutator subgroup 
[G, G] =< \ a, 6 6 G > of G to 1. So we may view x as a homomorphism 
from G吐=G/[G, G] — or Sj. 
Remark 2.4.2. If |G| = n, then x maps any element 6 G to a n-th root of unity. 
For our purpose, we will only consider finite abelian groups G in this thesis. 
Example 2.4.1. (1) If G is any group, we have the principal character, or 
the trivial character 1 with l(^) = 1 for all g E G. 
(2) If q is odd, we have the quadratic character on ¥*: 
‘ 
—1， if a is not a square in F* 
X(M = • 1， if a is a square in ¥* 
It can be shown that this is the only non-trivial real character (i.e. X j M € 
R for all a G ¥*) on F；. 
There are two important characters that we need in our calculations. They 
are the Teichmiiller character and the Dwork's character. 
The Teichmiiller character Teich: F* — C * maps a to the Teichmiiller repre-
sentative Teich(a). As a convention, we also define Teich(O) 二 0，so that Teich 
becomes a homomorphism from Fp to Cp. 
Similarly, we can also obtain the Teichmiiller character Teichg : ¥q —» Cp. 
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Now fix a number tt 6 Cp such that ttP一i = —p. The Dwork's character 
e : Fp C； is defined by 
G{x) = F(7rTeich(x)), (2.4) 
where F{x) = exp(:c + 管）and exp is the p-adic exponential map [22, Chap. 2]. 
The basic properties of 0 are encoded in the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.4.1. The Dwork's character 0 satisfies the following: 
(1) 6 is an additive character, i.e. 
e(.T； + y) = e{x)e{y) Vx-, y 6 Fp. 





and use this series to extend the definition of F, we get 
6(1) = l + 7r + 0(7r2). 
⑷（^ 二 0(1) is a primitive p-th root of unity. 
(5) Ifx e Cp, then 
e{x) = e(i 广=c工. 
For a proof of this proposition, see [11’ Chap. 2]. 
We can also define a Dwork's character on F .^ Let q = p"', define 0., : F^ C* 
by 
= e(tr � ) ， 
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where G is the Dwork's character on Fp and tr: F^ Fp is the trace map, i.e. 
The basic properties of Gg are encoded in the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.4.2. (1) G^ is an additive character. 
(2) &,{x) = 
(3) = 
For a proof of this proposition, again see [11, Chap. 2]. 
Remark 2.4.3. The (desirable) equality 
1=0 
does N O T hold since Teich^' {x) may not lie in Zp. 
The Dual Group 
Let XI，X2 be characters of G. Define their product to be ( X 1 X 2 ) � = x i � X 2 � 
for all a e G. This makes 
G = {characters in G} 
into a group, with the trivial character as the identity element, and the conjugate 
X defined by x(a) = x(^) = l /x (a ) is the inverse of x. This group G is called the 
dual group of G. 
Note that if G is a finite abelian group, then G = G non-canonically since 
if G is cyclic, |G| = n and G =< a >, then G = < x > with x ( a ” = for 
some primitive n-th root of unity Now use the structural theorem of finitely 
generated abelian groups to get G = G. Note that this isomorphism is non-
canonical because it depends on the choice of the generator a and Q. 
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On the contrary, we can construct a canonical isomorphism G = G, using the 
non-degenerate pairing (•,•): G x G C* mapping to x (办 For details, 
see [21, Chap. 4]. 
The following relations are of fundamental importance in character theory. 
They allow us to compute character sums and do Fourier analysis on G. 
Proposition 2.4.3 (Orthogonality relations). 
⑴ 
0, y is nontrivial 
I I . (2-5) 
X€G [ IG^ I, X trivial 
(2) 
O ' W I d " . (2.6) 
The word "orthogonality" comes from the following recognition: let 
C[G] = {maps 0 : G — Cp}， 
and define an (G-invariant) inner product < • ’ . � o n C[G] by 
jG丨 
Then the above orthogonality relations just mean that 
Proposition 2.4.4. G is an orthonormal basis for C[G\. 
Gauss Sums on Finite Fields 
Let A: 二 Fg, with q = p®, and k* is the (cyclic) multiplicative group of k. For each 
multiplicative character x £ we can extend x to a map A; ^ Cp by defining 
{ 0 ， X is nontrivial 
1, X is trivial 
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Since elements in k form an orthonormal basis for C[k] (with respect to < -，. > 
of C[k]), we have 
ipeic iiek 
Now if X is non-trivial, we have < x, 1 > = 0 for the trivial character 1, so 
X = ^ < X, V' > ^ = X l < x ’ 込 
ipek ipek 
二 賴 + 
1 
1 / \ _ 
= T f i Y l ^ 
I ' ^ e f c \xek* J 
Definition 3. The Gauss sum of x (a multiplicative character) with respect to 
ip (an additive character), denoted by g{x, ip), is defined by 
xek* 
That is to say, the Gauss sums are the Fourier coefficients of x with respect to 
the orthonormal basis k: 
X = (2.7) 
xpek 
Several basic properties of Gauss sums are summarized in the following propo-
sition. For proofs, see [5, 19] or [21, Chap. 4]. 
Proposition 2.4.5. The Gauss sum g(x, il->) satisfies the following: 
� 
f 
1, i / x = = 1 
gix)奶= -1, = • 
0’ = l 
\ 
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(2) If both x,'^ are non-trivial，then 
(a) = Wx(—1) = 
(b) 乂X，例= 
In particular, \g{x->'^)\ = 
Remark 2.4.4. In general, it is very difficult to calculate •(X，VO/v^. 
Jacobi Sums 
We now consider the Gauss sum g(x, VO as a function of -0 and also as a function 
of X-
The Gauss sum as a function of the additive character ip is easy to understand. 
The first thing we need is a description of the group k of additive characters on 
k, see [5] for details. 
Proposition 2.4.6. Let ijj be a non-trivial additive character on k == Fg, and 
for each a 6 k, define 炉..k C* by IJJ"-{X) = ip{ax), then V产 is an additive 
character on k. 
In addition, the map a f is an isomorphism from k to k, and hence 
Remark 2.4.5. The Dwork's character gives us a non-trivial character on k, and 
we can use it to characterize all additive characters. 
Now fix one non-trivial additive character 也 and if 妒 is another non-trivial 
additive character, then gi^c,們 and g{x：'^ ) are related by 
x6k* xek* 
= x ( a x ) i p { a x ) 
xek* 
=又⑷ 
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This completely characterizes the Gauss sum gix-,'^) as a function of ip. 
Remark 2.4.6. Recall that Gauss sums are the Fourier coefficients of x, so 
x = g(x, rW = VO 舰 
I丨aek* 丨丨 aek* 
The Gauss sum as a function of x is more difficult. If xi , X2 and X1X2 are all 
non-trivial multiplicative characters on k*, then consider 
Wxi,V0ff (X2，V�=P(Xi，V�WX2, VP 
=ExGfc- E e^fc- Ezefc* + y + z) 
= - ( X i X 2 ) ( - l ) Z l X ^ I ^ X i ( I ) X2 ( 營 ) + y + z), 
xek* yek*zek* 
replace x = zx' and y = zy', then the above expression becomes 
= ^ ( X 1 X 2 ) ( - 1 ) E E Xi{'.r')X2(y') ( E 作 + V + y)] 
q x'ek* y'ek* \zek* J 
= 全 ( X i X 2 ) ( - 1 ) E E X 论 ' ) � ( " ' ) ( E 作 + 工 ' + 
i x'ek* y'ek* \zek ) 
Now use the orthogonality relation (2.6) 
zek [ Q, l + x'^y' = 0 
to transform the above expression into 
( \ 
二 i ( X i X 2 ) ( - l ) E Xi[x')x2{y'){q) - Y. E x i M x ^ M 
q x',y'ek* x'et- y'ek' 
\l+x'+y'=0 J 
= ( X 1 X 2 ) ( - 1 ) E | ( X 1 X 2 ) ( - 湖 、 
x',y'ek* q \x'€k' ) \y'ek* / 
l+x'+y'=0 
=(X1X2)(—1) E Xi{x')x2{y'). 
x',y'ek* 
l+x'+y'=0 
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The last equality follows from the orthogonality relation (2.5) and Xi’X2 non-
trivial. 
From the above calculation we see that 乂Xi’ V0p(X2’ V0/5*(XiX2’ VO does not 
depend on ip. We call 
i(Xl,X2) = Xi{xi)X2{x2) 
xi,X2Ek* 
1+X1+I2=0 
the Jacobi sum of Xi, X2- More generally, we have the following definition. 
Definition 4. The Jacobi sum of the non-trivial multiplicative characters 
Xi,X2, • • • ’ Xr is defined to be 
j(Xl’X2，’..，Xr) = Y^ Xl(xi)---Xr{0Cr). 
cri’." ,xr 
1+11+…+a;r=0 
Proposition 2.4.7. Let xo, Xi) ••‘ , Xr be non-trivial multiplicative characters 
with XoXi. •. Xr = 1，then pick any non-trivial additive character on k, we have 
j(Xi，…，Xr) = 
q 
In particular, |j(xi,... ’ Xr)l = 切 this case. 
For a proof of this result, see [5]. 
Chapter 3 
Basic Calabi-Yau Geometry 
3.1 Definition and Basic Properties of Calabi-
Yau Manifolds 
There are several slightly different definitions of a Calabi-Yau manifold, our def-
inition follows that of Gross in [15], which is often used in algebraic geometry. 
Definition 5. A Calabi-Yau manifold is a compact complex Kabler manifold X 
with a trivial canonical bundle Kx, 
An immediate property of a Calabi-Yau manifold X is that ci{X) = 0 in 
//2(M，Z), because the first Chern class ci of a manifold X is a characteristic 
class of Kx- It is important in Riemannian geometry because of the Calabi 
conjecture, also called Yau's theorem. 
Theorem (Calabi conjecture, or Yau's theorem). Let (M, J) be a compact, com-
plex manifold, and g is a Kdhler metric on X with Kdhler form u. Suppose that 
p' is a real, closed (1,1)-form on X with [p'] = 2TTCI{X), then there exists a unique 
Kdhler metric g' on X with Kdhler form u', such that [a/] = [cj] G and 
the Ricci form of g' is p'. 
26 
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This conjecture was proposed by Calabi in 1954，and is proved by Yau [30] 
in 1976. The importance of this theorem is that given a Calabi-Yau manifold X , 
then ci{X) = 0. Hence we may choose the p' in Yau's theorem to be zero, and 
so Yau's theorem implies that there is a Kabler metric g' on X with Ricci form 
zero, and thus g' is Ricci-flat. Therefore, any Calabi-Yau manifold will admit a 
Ricci-fiat metric. 
Using the "Bochner argument" [18, p. 124], it can be shown that a Ricci-flat 
Kabler manifold (X, J, g) of (complex) dimension m have trivial canonical line 
bundle Kx if and only if the holonomy group H o i � C SU(m), and therefore 
every Calabi-Yau manifold have holonomy SU(m). Conversely, it is a standard 
fact (for example, see [18，p. 123]) that if a compact complex Kahler manifold 
(X, J,g) of dimension m has its holonomy group Hol(p) C SU(m), then X is 
Ricci-flat, and therefore have trivial canonical bundle. So we may consider the 
following proposition as an equivalent definition of a Calabi-Yau manifold. 
Proposition 3.1.1. A m-dimensional Calabi- Yau manifold is a compact complex 
Kahler manifold (X,J,g) with holonomy group Hol(5») C SU(m). 
Remark 3.1.1. Some authors require that a Calabi-Yau manifold has holonomy 
group exactly equal to SU(m), instead of just a subset of it. This definition 
excludes some manifolds such as the complex tori (which have trivial holonomy 
groups) to be Calabi-Yau manifolds. 
Another feature of a Calabi-Yau manifold (X, J, g) is that it admits a holo-
morphic volume form li, which is uniquely determined up to a phase e叫）by 
its metric g and Kahler form to (see [18, p.122)). Furthermore, the holomorphic 
volume form Q satisfy the relation 
ml 
which make Re(0) a calibration. The corresponding calibrated submanifolds 
are called the special Lagrangian submanifolds. For the details of calibrated 
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geometry, see [15, Chap. 8] for an introduction and [17] for a thorough discussion. 
Now suppose X satisfies Hol(^) = SU(m). If hP'q denote the Hodge numbers 
of a m-dimensional Calabi-Yau manifold, then (see [18, p.125)) 
/iO’o = h 饥 = 1, and h 站 = 0 , Vp 0, m. 
In particular, if the dimension of X is rn > 3, we have = 0. Using this 
and the Kodaira Embedding Theorem [14, §1.4], one can show that a Calabi-
Yau manifold of dimension > 3 is algebraic, i.e. can be embedded into CP" as 
a projective variety (see [18’ p.125-126] for details). Since Calabi-Yau manifolds 
of dimension > 3 are algebraic, we can study them using complex algebraic 
geometry. 
For our purpose, sometimes we will run into singular varieties, in which the 
concept of canonical bundle may not be well-defined. However, if a variety have 
some special properties and the singularities are not too bad (specifically, the 
variety need to be Cohen-Macaulay, and it has at most Gorenstein canonical 
singularities, see [9，Chap. 1 and App. A]), we can define the so-called dualiz-
ing sheaf LOx that shares similar properties with the usual canonical bundle [16, 
§111.7), and therefore we can extend our definition of a Calabi-Yau manifold to a 
singular Calabi-Yau variety. 
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3.2 Calabi-Yau Manifolds of Low Dimensions 
As to give examples on Calabi-Yau manifolds, and since Calabi-Yau manifolds of 
dimension < 2 have some features that are different from Calabi-Yau manifolds 
of higher dimensions, we now describe Calabi-Yau manifolds of dimension 1 and 
2. 
The Elliptic Curves 
Calabi-Yau manifolds of dimension 1 are elliptic curves. They are smooth cubic 
curves in CP^ , often come with a specified point. It is easy to see that under a 
change of coordinates, any cubic curve C over a field of characteristic 2,3 can 
be written in Weierstrass form: 
C : 1/ = +Ax + B. (3.1) 
By the Riemann-Roch theorem, it can be calculated that any elliptic curve C 
is of genus 1, and hence the elliptic curve C, when viewed over C is a complex 
torus C/A. Thus C has an abelian group structure induced from that of the 
torus, and the specified point in C is taken as the identity element of this group. 
As an elliptic curve over C is a torus, it admits a flat metric (the one induced 
from C), and hence in particular is Ricci-flat. This shows that elliptic curves are 
all Calabi-Yau manifolds. 
For each elliptic curve we can associate to it the j-invariant: for an elliptic 
curve C with equation given by (3.1)，the j-invariant is 
脱=284/1 二 7B2. 
It can be shown that two elliptic curves are isomorphic if and only if they have 
the same j-invariant, so the affine line is a (coarse) moduli space of elliptic curves. 
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K3 Surfaces 
Calabi-Yau manifolds of dimension 2 are K3 surfaces. A K3 surface is by-
definition a compact, complex surface (X, J) with Ox) = 0 and trivial 
canonical bundle. Siu [26] and Todorov [27] proved that every K3 surface is 
Kabler, and hence K3 surfaces are Calabi-Yau manifolds. 
Example 3.2.1. The Fermat quartic 
S 二 {[2：0’ 勿 1 G CP3| z合 + + 4 + 2 � = 0 } 
is an example of an (algebraic) K3 surface. It can be shown that S is connected 
and simply-connected, with Betti numbers 6 � = 1’ 6 � = 0 ’ = 22. As a Calabi-
Yau manifold, the Hodge numbers of S satisfies h?'^ = 1, and so h^"^ = 1，/?,i’i = 
20. See [18，p. 156] for details. 
Kodaira [20] showed that every K3 surface is diffeomorphic to the Fermat 
quartic S. As a consequence, all K3 surfaces are simply connected, and they all 
have Betti numbers 6 � = = 0, Ip- = 22 and Hodge numbers “之’。=i，/^。’？= 
l,/?,i’i = 20. 
The moduli space M kz of K3 surfaces is a connected 20 dimensional complex 
orbifold. For one construction of •M们，see [18，§7.3.2]. 
We had seen that all Calabi-Yau manifolds of dimension > 3 are algebraic, 
and the elliptic curves, which are Calabi-Yau manifolds of dimension one, are also 
algebraic, but the situation for K3 surfaces is different. While some K3 surfaces, 
like the Fermat quartic 5, are algebraic, there are non-algebraic examples of K3 
surfaces. 
Example 3.2.2 (A non-algebraic K3 surface). Let A be a full lattice in C^, i.e. 
A = Z'^ , then T = C^/A is a complex torus (with dimc(T) = 2). Define a map 
cr : T by (J : (zi’ Z2) + A H (—zi’ —Z2) + A. Then a has 16 fixed points 
{{zi,Z2) + A\ {zi,Z2) e ^A}. 
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Hence the quotient T/ < a > is singular at the 16 points above. 
Let M be the blow-up of T / < a > at the 16 singular points, then M is 
a crepant resolution of T / < a > (see the next section), and is a KS surface. 
The so-constructed M is called a Kummer surface. For a generic choice of A 
(namely, the lattices such that T do not satisfy the Riemann relations, see [6, 
Chap. 4]), the torus T is not algebraic, and neither is the Kummer surface M. 
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3.3 Constructions of Calabi-Yau Manifolds 
Since all Calabi-Yau manifolds of dimension > 3 are algebraic, an effective way 
to find examples of Calabi-Yau manifolds of dimension > 3 is to generate a large 
number of complex algebraic varieties, and then check the topological conditions 
to see which of them are Calabi-Yau manifolds. Some ways of generating algebraic 
varieties are as follow. 
(1) Hypersurfaces in CP"\ Let / (xq , • • • ,Xm) be a nonzero homogeneous 
polynomial of degree d, and define X be the zero locus of f in CP"'', then X 
is a hypersurface of degree d. For generic / , the variety X is nonsingular, 
and so X is a compact complex Kabler manifold of dimension m — 1. We 
only need to check when is Kx = 0. 
By the adjunction formula [14，§1.1], the canonical bundle Kx of X satisfies 
Kx = (S) Lx)\x, 
where Lx is the line bundle associated to the divisor [X]. By [16, §11.6, 
II.8], i^cp- = 0{-m - 1), and Lx = 0{d). Hence Kx = 0{d-m- l)|x, 
which is trivial if and only if d = m + 1. So hypersurfaces of degree d in 
CP"' is Calabi-Yau if and only if t/ = m + 1. 
(2) Complete intersections in CP爪.We say an algebraic variety X C CP"" 
is a complete intersection of the hypersurfaces Hi, • •. , H^ in CP"^ if X = 
Hi n . . . n Hk and the ideal of X can be generated by k elements [16, §1.2], 
or geometrically, that the hypersurfaces Hi, - • • , Hk intersect transversely 
at X. 
Now let X be a complete intersection of the hypersurfaces Hi, - •. ,Hk with 
degrees c?i, • • • , dk respectively. Again using the adjunction formula, we 
find that Kx = 0 {d i + • • • + c^ fc - m - 1), which is trivial if and only if 
山+ • • • + ('4 = rri+l. This gives a condition for which complete intersections 
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are Calabi-Yaus. For example, there are only 5 possibilities for complete 
intersections to give Calabi-Yau threefolds. They are 
m = 4, di = 5, 
m = 5, di = 2, = 4, 
m = 5, di = 3,d2 = 3， 
m = 6, d\ = 2, £^2 = 2，ds = 3’ 
m = 7, di = 2, = 2, ds = 2, <^4 = 2. 
(3) Hypersurfaces in toric varieties. A toric variety is a normal complex al-
gebraic variety X equipped with a holomorphic (C*)饥 action (m = dimX), 
for which there is a dense open subset U C X such that the (C*)"^ acts 
freely and transitively. For an introduction to toric varieties, see [12]. 
The constructions and properties of a toric variety can be achieved only 
using a finite number of combinatorial data, called a fan [12, §1.4]. If we 
are given a (smooth) hypersurface in a compact toric variety, we can use the 
combinatorial data to check whether it is Calabi-Yau or not. This approach 
was developed by Batyrev [3]. 
Crepant Resolutions 
Suppose we have a singular Calabi-Yau variety X�then it is often possible to 
find a resolution tt : X — X that preserves the Calabi-Yau property of X. Such 
a resolution is called a crepant resolution. 
Definition 6. Let tt : X —^  X be a resolution. We say that it is a crepant 
resolution if 'k*{Kx )三 K^, 
In general, the canonical divisors of X and X are related by 
n 
I< 又= + (3.2) 
i=l 
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for some uniquely determined integers ai, • • • , a^, and divisors Ei, - • • , En called 
the exceptional divisors [14, §4.6]. We call the divisor O-IEI on X the dis-
crepancy of the resolution -K •. X X, and the resolution is crepant if and only 
if all a,； = 0 or there is no exceptional divisors. If there is no exceptional divisor, 
we call the resolution a small resolution. 
We now consider the case of crepant resolutions of a complex orbifold, which 
is defined as follows. 
Definition 7. A quotient singularity at p € is a singularity that is locally 
isomorphic to the point 0 G C "7G for some finite group G. A complex orb-
ifold is a complex (usually singular) manifold X, such that every p e X has 
a neighborhood locally isomorphic to the quotient singularity C^^/G for finite 
group G C G L ( m ’ C ) . 
One can show that a crepant resolution exists only if G C SL(m, C). When 
m = 2 a crepant resolution exists and is unique, for rn = 3 such a resolution 
always exists, but need not be unique. For rn > 4, such a resolution may not 
exists, and may not be unique even if one exists. See [23] for details. 
The technique of crepant resolutions can be used to construct Calabi-Yau 
manifolds from existing ones. Starting with a nonsingular Calabi-Yau manifold 
A', we pick a finite group G such that the G-action preserves the Calabi-Yau 
structure of X, and from the quotient M = X/G. Usually M will be an orb-
ifold, and we can resolve the singularity by a crepant resolution to get another 
nonsingular Calabi-Yau manifold X' with different topology to X. 
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3.4 Importance of Calabi-Yau Manifolds 
in Physics 
Calabi-Yau manifolds arise naturally in String Theory, which is a branch of high-
energy physics. In the theory, particles are not points but 1-dimensional ob-
jects called "strings". For the theory to work, the dimension of the background 
space-time M must be 10, 11 or 26. The 10-dimensional theory is called the 
Supersymmetric String Theory. 
In Supersymmetric String Theory, the space we lived in is assumed to look 
like M = IR3’i x X, where ]R3’i jg the Minkowski space, and X is a compact 
Rieniannian (real) 6 dimensional manifold with very small radius, so that the 
space appears to us as 4 dimensional. It turns out that for the theory to work, 
one needs X to be a Calabi-Yau threefold. See [31] for an account on String 
Theory. 
Using String Theory, physicists are able to deduce many conjectures about 
Calabi-Yau threefolds. One of the most important and far reaching conjectures 
is the idea of mirror symmetry, which relates the complex structures of a Calabi-
Yau threefold X with the symplectic structures of another threefold y , called 
the mirror of Y. Using this, physicists are able to calculate things like Hodge 
numbers of a manifold and the number of rational curves on it. 
The idea of mirror symmetry is surprising from the geometric point of view, 
since the complex structures in a Calabi-Yau threefold are characterized by iP'^ ， 
and the symplectic structures are characterized by Since / /2 ’ i ’ / / i ’ i are 
two very different geometric objects, it is strange that they can be "switched". 
Although mathematicians are still finding a formal definition for what mirror 
symmetry should be, there are a lot of evidences that support the idea of mirror 
symmetry. An important example is given by the family of quintic threefolds 
that were studied by Candelas et. al. [7], which is the main objects of study in 
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this thesis. 
Example 3.4.1. We want to construct the mirrors of the family of quintic three-
folds X^, defined by the homogeneous polynomial 
P{x, VO =工5 + 工• + • . • + + . . . 3：5’ 
with ifj e A^ (Usually, we take A = C or F,.) 
Consider the action of the group (Z/5Z)^ on P^ by multiplying fifth roots of 
unity diagonally, i.e. the action of ( a� ’ • • • , 04) € (Z/5Z)^ on P^ by 
with some fixed primitive root of unity The subgroup Z /5Z = {(a, a, a, a, a)| a e 
Z/5Z} acts trivially on p4, and so we get an action of (Z /5Z)V(Z /5Z) on P i 
The subgroup 
G = {(ao’...，ci4)| X l ^ i = 0} (3.3) 
of (Z /5Z)^/ (Z /5Z) acts on X岭 for any fixed 也 therefore it makes sense to consider 
the quotient 
= X^/G. 
This is our candidate of the mirror manifold, called the projective mirror. 
Let ei, • • •，en be the standard orthonormal basis for R"', and A is the simplex 
in W- with vertices 
{ei ’ …，es’ - ( e i + … + es)}. (3.4) 
Then the quotient can be described explicitly as the projective closure of the 
affine variety defined by 
ip) = xi H h X4 H h 也 
Xi - • - x^ 
called the affine mirror, in the toric variety Pa-
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Now it is easy to see that the projective mirror is quite singular, and we need 
a smooth manifold so that it can be investigated more deeply. To achieve this we 
will need a crepant resolution of the projective mirror, and this is done in [7]. We 
will be satisfied at understanding the singularities of the projective mirror X^JG. 
The Jacobian of X^, is 
J^ = (52；^  + 1IJX2X3X4X5,…,5X5 + 工2工3工4). 
If the Jacobian vanishes at a point (xo,…,0 :4), we will have Xi = 0 for all i, 
which is impossible, or = ijjxix^x^x^x^ for all i. Then 
5x5 = =…=52；5 = —iI;X\X2X2,XAX^ 
and so 
(-5)5 n>？—5^:4’ 
this gives = (—5)5, i.e. ijj = —5^ for some fifth root of unity Hence we see 
that if ifj + —5 ,^ then is nonsingular. Since the map 
(工 1’ 工2，3^3, 3:4’ 工5) (江’3^2，2；3’2^4，工5) 
maps X吻 to X狄 biholomorphically, we may assume that -0 = —5. Then the set 
of singular points in X^ are the 125 (distinct) points 
where is a primitive fifth root of unity. 
While forming the quotient new singularities are introduced at each 
point X G X � with non-trivial G-stabilizer. This is the case if and only if x has at 
least two of its coordinates vanished. Thus the point x either lie inside the curve 
Cij = {xi = Xj = 0} n X劝 
which have G-stabilizer of order 5, or is a point in the set 
Pijk = {-Ci = Xj = x-fc = 0 } n X 功 
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which have G-stabilizer of order 25. Therefore, the singular locus of X^ /G con-
sists of 10 curves Cij/G, with Cij 门 Cjk A Cik = P ^ ‘ 
Now suppose X^ — X^ /G is a crepant resolution, then X^ is the desired 
family of mirror manifolds of the quintics. 
It can be shown that (for example, see [15, p.88]) the Hodge numbers of X^ 
and X j^, satisfy 
= = 1 
"2,1 PQ,) = "l’2(X/0 = 101 
which reflects one general phenomenon in mirror symmetry. 
Remark 3.4.1. The construction in the above example can be generalized to the 
family 
P{x, VO =工？ + + .. • + + •••Xn 
with 5 replaced by n. 
Remark 3.4.2. For a general Calabi-Yau hypersurface inside a toric variety, Batyrev 
[4] proposed a method to construct the mirror. This greatly generalized the con-
struction in the example above. 
Chapter 4 
Number of Points on Calabi-Yau 
Manifolds over Finite Fields 
4.1 The General Method 
In this section, we will derive the general method that we will use to calculate 
the number of points. The idea of this method dates back to Dwork [10] (see also 
[11)), and ours is a slightly modified version of Wan's [28]. 
Let 
771 m 
/ ⑷ = ； ^ 〜 1 . 0：；^ = 
j=i j=i 
where aj g 0，rr = • • • , 3：„) and Vj = (Fji, Vj2, - • • , Vjn) (note that f{x) 
needs not be homogeneous), and let V be the hypersurface defined by the zero 
set of f . Denote N{J') the number of points of V over Fg, and denote N*{J') be 
the number of points of V over F^ with none of the Xj's being zero, i .e. , 
39 
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N{f) = e F抓0：) = 0}， 
If 6 denotes the Dwork's character (2.4), then we have 
QN{f) = (4.1) 
= G(yf � ) . (4.2) 
xe(F*y\yeFg 
The reason is that if we first fix an x and sum over y, then for f{x) = 0, the 
orthogonality relations (2.5) says that EyeF, ⑷）= q , but for f{x) — 0, we 
have J^ygp^ Q{yf{x)) = 0, the above formulae follow from summing all possible 
X. 
On the other hand, note that by Proposition 2.4.4, the set 
{ T e i c h � = 1’ Teich, Teich?，…’ Teich^-^} 
is an orthonormal basis for C[F*], and so the function 0 , when the domain is 
restricted to F*, can be expressed as 
<1-2 
e(x) = E < e ’ Teich" > Teich�a:) 
k=0 
1 � 2 / \ 
= — © ( a ) T e i c h - ^ ( a ) Teich^(x) 
q k=0 j 
1 “ 
= E e)Teich�a;) , 
q — k=o 
where x G ¥*. Denote Gk = .9(Teich知,6)’ we obtain the important formula 
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1 "-2 
e w = ~ - ' y G.kTeich^ix). (4.3) 
0 — 1 f—：‘ 
4 k=0 
For convenience, we record here two formulae (in terms of Gk) we had obtained 
in Proposition 2.4.5 that we will use later. 
Proposition 4.1.1. (1) Go = —1. 
(2) If k \ q - 1，then 
GkG-k = ( - l ) V (4.4) 
We are ready to derive the general formula for our further calculations. 
Theorem 1. In the above settings, we have 
f m \ 
qN*{f ) = ( q - i r - ^ i q - i r ^ ' - ^ ^ n G � T e i c h � a � ’ （ 4 . 5 ) 
0<kj<q-2 \j=l / 
kes 
where k = (/ci, • • • , km) and S denotes the solution set of the system of linear 
congruences 
) j (mod q — 1). 
Zkj 三 0 
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Proof. This is a direct computation. Start with the formula (4.2), 
( / " * ( / ) = E 晰 ⑷ ） 
xe{F*y\yeFq 
= { q - !)"• + E 晰 ⑷ ） 
= { q - ir + E n E 
m q-2 1 
= ( r / - 1 广 + -^C-fcTeich^^(a,)Teich(.7：^^^^^)Teich('^^^^) 
/ (7-2 7-2 m \ 
= ( " - 1 广 + T^ZTw E E … E n C^Teich�(a,) 
> x’y \ki=0 fcm=Oj=l / 
Teich(x^ 明 ) T e i c h ( y ^ 於 j ) 
(q-2 q-2 m \ 
= - 1 ) " + T^r iw E … E n “ j T e i c h � c g 
“ ) \ki=0 fc„i=Oj=l / 
/ \ 
Y^ Teich(2；^ 明)Teich(7/^ 左)) 
\ x,y / 
1 / 爪 \ 
= ( ” i 广 E ( ” i ) " + i n : … c i ^ w 
) Q<kj<q-2 \ j = l / 
k€S 
/ m \ 
= - 1 广 + - 1 广 E I lG-bTeid^ K ) . 
0<kj<q-2 \j=l J 
kes 
Note that in the third equality we used (4.3), and in the last-but-one equality we 
used the orthogonality relation (2.5). • 
Our approach is to break down the problem of calculating the numbers of F,广 
points N{f) into several smaller problems, each consisting of calculating N*(f) 
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is the defining equation for the variety V", then we first calculate 7V*(/), and then 
setting one or more Xi's to be zero, say 
with the zeroes being in the places of Xi^, • • •，Xi^  and x is obtained from x by-
removing the variables 工“，• • • , .x-j,., then again we use formula (4.5) to find the 
number of F^-points on V that has vanishing coordinates exactly at 
Xji, • • • ,Xi^ .. Finally, the number of points N{f) can be recovered by summing 
over all possible iV*(/ii’."，i’.）. 
Remark 4.1.1. There is also a formula that can be used to compute the number of 
points N{f) directly, without breaking into several smaller problems of calculating 
various N*{f) first. The method will make use of formula (4.1) and reads 
^ (a- l)s{k) n+l-s{k) ^ 
QNif) = , _ ^ l[G{kj)Teich'^{aj), (4.6) 
kes 
where 5 is as in Theorem 1, s(k) is the number of non-zero entries in the set of 
vectors 
and 
q-1 ,k = 0 
G(f^) = G.k A<k<q-2 . 
-Q ,k = q-l 
To understand this formula, note that the set 
{ T e i c h � = l’Teich(:c),Teich2(a:)’... , Teich''-^(a;), 
is a basis (not orthonormal) for C[/c], and by (4.3) we have 
fc=0 
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for all nonzero x 6 ¥g. By comparing the values of both sides at x = 0 and note 
that 
TeichO(:r) - Teich^-^(a:) = 乂 1 ’工 _ • ’ 
0 ^ 0 
we can obtain the following interpolation formula 
1 广 1 
e{x) = — ( 4 . 7 ) 
q k=Q 
Finally, follow the process in the proof of Theorem 1 to obtain (4.6). For details, 
see [28]. 
Although this method is more direct, we will not be using it because our 
method allows effective grouping of similar terms, which is essential for deeper 
investigation. 
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4.2 The Number of Points on a Family of Calabi-
Yau Varieties over Finite Fields 
In this section, we will use the formula (4.5) derived in Section 4.1 to calculate 
the number of F^-points on the family of (projective) Calabi-Yau varieties with 
defining equations 
Tp) = + X2 h + 1/JX1X2 •••Xn, 
with X = (x i , - - - e Fg. We denote N(i/j) = N{P(x,ip)). There are 2 
cases: the easier case oi ip = 0 and the more difficult -0 0. 
4.2.1 The Case 0 = 0 
To understand the variety with defining equation P{x,0) = + 0；2 • • • + we 
consider the more general equation 
+ + (4.8) 
with fixed n and 1 < m < n. 
Consulting the notations of Section 4.1, we have 
number of terms = number of variables = m, 
ai = • • • = an = l,Vi = {O,-- • ’ 0’ n, 0，... ,0), 
where the n in Vi is at the z-th entry (1 < 2 < n). 
S is the set of all /c = (/ci, • • • , k.,n) such that 
nkj 三 0 , 、 ，、 
{ 3 (mod q - 1). (4.9) 
i E k j = 0 
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To solve this system, we let d = GCD{n, q — 1). Write n = dr and q — l = ds, 
so GCD[r, s) = 1. The linear congruences nkj 三 0 (mod q — l) reduces to rkj 三 0 
(mod s), and then kj 三 0 (mod s). Thus 
kj = 0, s, 2s, • • • , {d — l)s. 
Now write kj = IjS, then X kj 三 Q (mod <7 — 1) is equivalent to J^G 三 0 (mod 
d). So, fixing I1J2,…，Im-i (with 0 < Ij < d — 1 hr all j), we have 
km = -(h H h lvi-i)s (mod q - 1). 
Note that the value we are calculating is independent of the choice of represen-
tative of krn because and Teich"' both depends only on the congruent class 
modulo <7 — 1. The solutions to the system (4.9) are therefore 
/c 三(/iS, ks,... ’ /m- iS , - {h + …+ lm-i)s) (mod q - 1). 
We can now calculate N{0). By formula (4.5), 
d-l ti-l d-l / m \ 
QN*{Po) = { q - i r + {q-l) Y^Yu-.H （4.10) 
/l=0 l2=0 lm=0 \j=l ) 
Zi+…"Hm三0 ( m o d d) 
Remark 4.2.1. As a special case of the above formula, we note that if GCD{n,q — 
1) == 1, then 
r//V*(Po) = ( 7 - i r + ( 7 - l ) ( - i r -
Note that if one of the Xi's are zero, the equation Px^ix, 0) is of the same form, 
with one less variable. Therefore, the number of Fg-points P(0) can be obtained 
by summing (4.10) for all 1 < m < n and then add 1, which corresponds to the 
point (0’. •.，0). i.e. 
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qN{0) 
/ \ 
n z \ d-l d—1 d-1 / m \ 
- " E O ( 『 請 - 1 ) EE...E n^-. 
m=l \ / “=0/2=0 lm=0 \j=l / 
\ … 到 ( m o d d) / 
= i + t i O - 1 广 
/ \ 
n z \ d一 1 d-1 / m \ 
+("-1) i + e O EE...5： n � � 
m=l \ / ii=012=0 l,n=0 \j=l / 
\ … 劲 ( m o d d) / 
/ \ n d-1 (1-1 d-l / m \ 
= 0 - i ) E EE…E n � . （4.11) 
\ Z 7U=0 h=0 l2=0 l,n=0 \j=l J 
'1+…"Hm劲(mod d) 
where when m = 0, the series of sums 
d-l d-l d-1 / m \ 
EE…E n � 
1^=0 /2=0 Zm=0 \j=l / 
…"Mm三0 (mod d) 
is set to have value 1. 
To investigate the sum on the RHS of (4.11), let A(0) = B(0) = 1 and 
d-l d-1 d-1 / m \ 
•) = EE…E n^-. 
Zi=(H2=0 lm=0 \j=l J 
Zi+…+“„劲(mod d) 
d-l d-l d-l / m \ 
• ) = EE…E n^-. • 
ll = ll2 = l lm = l \j=l / 
Zi+…+“„ho (mod d) 
Then by considering the number of zeroes among the / '^s, we obtain 
(777� / 777� 
1 ) - 1) + 2 )召 (爪 - 2 ) —— + (―1 广5(0) 
m / \ 
= ( 4 . 1 2 ) 
u w 
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and put this formula into (4.11) gives 
m=0 
= � + ( ? - i ) : f : f : ( - 一 ） 
( n /n~k / \ \ \ 
V /^ V ^ / ； J 
= f 广 + 07 — l)B(n). 
In the last equality we used the elementary formula 
Vv [ 1 ,n = 0 
By collecting the results from the above calculations and Remark 4.2.1, we 
get the following. 
Proposition 4.2.1. Let d = GCD(n, q - 1), s =孕，and let N*{0) and 7V(0) be 
the number of Fg -points on the vanety defined by the equation 
P(a:,0) = +••• + < . 
Then 
d-1 d-l / n \ 
( i � ( o ) = {q-ir + - 1 ) E E - - - E ' (4.13) 
Zl=0 l2=0 ln=Q \ j=l ) 
…"HtieO (mod d) 
d-l d-l d-l / n \ 
( ！ 剛 = ^ + 0?-1) E E - - - E (4.14) 
/l = l 2^ = 1 ln=l \j=l / 
Zi+…+‘劲(mod d) 
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Remark 4.2.2. Several important special cases of Proposition 4.2.1 are: 
(1) When d = GCD{n, q - 1) = 1, then 
QN*{O) = ( g - i r + ( 9 - i ) ( - i r 
qN{0) = q- + {q-l)(0) 
= 广 
(2) When n = 5, this is the case for the quintic threefolds. Here we have 2 
possibilities. 
(a) When 5 十 — 1，we have 
7V*(0) = i ( ( ” l ) 5 + ( [ l ) ( - l ) 5 ) 
Q 
and 
_ = q\ 
(b) When 5\q — 1, write s =孕，w e have 
4 4 4 / 5 \ 
/ l = 0 l2=0 l5=0 \j=l } 
5|ii+…+Z5 
h=ll2=l k=l \j=l J 
5|Zi+…+Z5 
This confirms the calculations in [1]. 
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4.2.2 The Case ip ^ 0 
Let 
P(x, 7/；) = + xg + …+ < + 1pXiX2 •••Xn (4.15) 
with G Fq, ^ 0. Consulting the notations of Section 4.1，we have 
number of terms = n + 1，number of variables == n, 
ai = • • • = a^ = l,an+i = 
•Ui 二（0,... ’ 0’ n，0,... , 0) for 1 < 2 < n, 
Vn+l = ，1), 
where the n in Vi is at the i-th entry {1 < i < n). 
S is the set of all /c = (/ci, • • • , kn+i) such that 
J nkj + kn+i 三 O f o r l S j S n 
< (mod 9 - 1 ) . (4.16) 
1 ^ 0 
To solve this system, we again let d = GCD{n,q — 1) as in the previous 
section. Write n = dr and q —1 = ds, so GCD{r, s) = 1. Let 1 < j < n, consider 
the equations nkj + k'n+i 三 0 (mod q — 1), which is equivalent to nkj 三—k'n+i 
(mod (] - 1). These linear congruences have solutions if and only if d\kn+i, in 
which case 
rkj 三—(mod s). 
ijb 
Write t = so that 0 < i < s — 1, and for any a with (a, s) = 1’ write a* 
to be the integer with aa* = 1 (mod s). Then we have kj 三 _r*t (mod s), or 
equivalently 
kj 三—r*t + tjS (mod g — 1) 
for some 0 < tj < d — 1. Finally, put the above in the equation Y^J:} kj 三 0 gives 
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-nr*t + td + tjS 三 0 (mod q - 1) 
-rr*t + i + f tj 三 0 (mod s) 
^ i Z U ^ j = 0 (mods) 
which is equivalent to 艺j 三 • (mod d). Therefore, the solutions to the 
system (4.16) are 
k 三 + Us, -r*t + tqs,... ’ -r*t + tnS, dt) (mod q — 1), 
with the extra conditions that ij 三 0 (mod d),0<t<s — 1 and 0 < tj < 
d-1. 
To calculate N{ip), we note that if one or more of the Xi's become zero, then 
equation (4.15) becomes of the form (4.8), which is dealt with in the previous 
section. Also in this way, we see that the number of Fg-points with one or more 
zero coordinates is actually independent of whether = 0 or not, so 
= N*(i/j) + N(0) - N*{0). 
From the general formula (4.5), we get 
A T � = ( q - i r 
s- l d-1 d-1 d-1 / n \ 
t=0 fi=0t2=0 tn=0 \ j = l J 
…"KnEO (mod d) 
二 {q - i r 
s- l d-1 d-1 d-1 / 71 \ 
t=0 ti=012=0 t„=0 \j=l / 
t i + … ( m o d d) 
In the last inequality we have replaced t by rt. 
By combining the formula above with (4.13), (4.14) in Proposition 4.11, we 
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obtain 
s - l d - l d-l d-l / n \ 
QNW = + E E - - - E TeichlVO GU, 
t=o ti=0 t2=0 f.n=0 \j=l J 
ti+…"Kn劲(mod d) 
d-l d-l d-l / n \ +�+(”i) E E - E n^-. 
il = l/2 = l ln = l V; = l / 
i i + - + / „ = o ( m o d d) 
d-l d-l d-l / n \ 
- { q - l T - { q - l ) Y^Yy . - HG—y 
/l=0 /2=0 /n=0 \j=l J 
“+…+|„三0 ( m o d d) 
s-l d-l d-l d-l / n \ 
= + E E E … E T e i 崎 ) n Gt-t广s GUt 
t=0 t i =0 t2=0 tn=0 \j=l ) 
'-1+…+tn劲(mod d) 
d-l d-l d-l ( n \ 
EE…z n � . 
il=0 Z2=0 ln=0 \j=l / 
h+-+in=o (mod d),Y[ii=o 
By collecting the results we calculated in this subsection, we obtain the fol-
lowing proposition. 
Proposition 4.2.2. Let d = GCD{n, q-l),s = ifj e¥*, and let and 
N{'ip) be the number of¥g-points on the variety defined by the equation 
P(a:’ ijj) = a：! + + •.. + + ipXiX2. •. av 
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Then 
g/v* � = { q - i r 
s-l d-1 d-l d-1 / n \ 
+ E E E - - E n^'t - t , -
t=0 ti=012=0 t„=0 \j=l / 
ti+…+«„三0 ( m o d d) 
s-l d-1 d-1 d-1 / n \ 
qNW = r + E E E . . . E TeichlVO I lG ' ' - ' . , . ' 
f=0 ti=0 t2=0 in=0 \j=l ) 
tH—f-t„=o {mod d) 
d-l d-1 d-1 / n \ 
+ E E … E (4-18) 
ii=0 /2=0 i„=0 \j=l J 
/i+…"MnEO (mod d),l\ii=o 
Remark 4.2.3. Several important special cases of Proposition 4.2.2 are: 





(2) When n = 5, this is the case for the quintic threefolds. Here we have 2 
possibilities. 




qNW = q' + Y, - ( q - l ) . 
t=o 
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(b) 5|g — 1. Let s = and note that r = 1. We have 
q�W = ( ” 1)5 + £ 亡 ; ^ …• ；^Teich5'. ( f l G,.今)GU,， 
t=0 ti=0 t2=0 tn=0 \ j = l ) 
t=0 ti=0 1.2=0 tn=0 \j=l / 
i l=0 l2=0 /5=0 \ j = l J 
Again this confirms the calculations in [1]. 
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4.3 The Number of Points on the Affine Mirrors 
over Finite Fields 
In this section, we will use the formula (4.5) derived in Section 4.1 to calculate 
the number of F^-points on the family of affine singular Calabi-Yau varieties with 
dofiiiiiig equations 
Q{x, = Xi-\- X2 h Xn-i H h ip 
.••工n_l 
with X = (xi, • • • , Xn-i), ^ 6 ¥q, which is mirror to the family (1.1) with n 
variables. We denote M{4>) to be that number. There are again 2 cases: i/j = 0 
OTIp^O. 
4.3.1 The Case V广 0 
Consider the equation 
Q{x, 0) = rci + :C2 + . . . + + . (4.19) 
XiX2...Xn-l 
Consulting the notations of Section 4.1, we have 
number of terms = n, number of variables = n — 1, 
ai = ... 二 a„ = 1， 
= (0, • • • , 0,1,0, • • • , 0) for 1 < z < n - 1, 
n^ = ( - 1 ’ - 1 ’ …，-1)， 
where the 1 in Vi is at the i-th entry (1 < z < n — 1). 
S is the set of all k = (ki’ …，kn) such that 
I 三 /Cj^  for 1 < j < u — 1 � 
{ ‘ - J - ( m o d g - 1 ) . (4.20) 
i 三 0 
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To solve this system, here we let d 二 (n,g — 1) and write n = dr,q — 1 = ds, 
so that GCD{r, s) = 1，as in the previous sections. We first have 
ki = k2 = ••• = kn, 
and the condition 三• (mod q - 1) yields nki 三 0 (mod q - 1), or 
equivalently rki 三 0 (mod s). So, ki — is for some 0 < i < - 1, and the 
solutions to the system (4.20) are 
ki = k2 = • • • = kn = ts 
with 0<t<d-l. 
Now we calculate M(0). We note that in order for (4.19) holds, none of the 
Xi's can be zero, so by formula (4.5), 
d-i 
r/M(0) = r/M*(0) == ((7 - 1广1 + 
/.=o 
d-l 
二 （9-1广-1 + (_1广 + ； ^ ( 6 ^ 3广 (4.21) 
t=i 
Remark 4.3.1. (1) If t/ 二 — 1) = 1，then the above formula reads 
(2) When n 二 5，this is the case for the affine mirror of quintic threefolds. The 
above formula (4.21) becomes 
“ m � / ( " - 1 ) 4 - 1 ， 
gM(0)= < , ， 
1 ( ” 1 ) 4 - 1 + E L i ( G _ — 5 
4.3.2 The Case 0 
Consider the equation 
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Q(x, ip) = Xi+X2 + --- + Xn-i + + 水 (4.22) 
XlX2 • • • X n - l 
Consulting the notations of Section 4.1, we have 
number of terms = n + 1, number of variables = n — 1, 
ai = • • • = On = a„, = 1’ <2,1+1 = 也 
t^ i = (0, • • • ’ 0’1’0，--. ,0 ) for l < i < n - l , 
1；„ = (一1’-1’..-，一1),1；71+1 = (0’0’-.-，0)， 
where the 1 in Vi is at the i-th entry (1 < i < n — 1). 
S is the set of all /c = (/ci, • • • ， s u c h that 
k.j = kn for 1 < j < n , � 
“ � Q ( m � d ” l ) . (4.23) 
Following the same procedure as in the case IJJ = 0, we get the solutions to 
(4.23): 
A; = (M，... <t<q-2. 
Now we calculate M � . A g a i n , in order for (4.22) holds, none of the x^'s can 
be zero, so by formula (4.5), 
1 q-2 
QMW = QM*W = (9-1广-1 + - V Teich-"'' 
= A ( ( ” l ) " + ( - l 广 1) 
g — 1 
1 /9-2 \ 
+ - V T e i c h - " ' . (4.24) 
\TI y 
Remark 4.3.2. (1) This formula does not depend on d = GCD{n, q — 1). 
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(2) When n 二 5，this is the case for the affine mirror of quintic threefolds. The 
above formula (4.24) becomes 
1 / 9-2 \ 
q M ⑷ = - (q -1)5 + 1 + ， 
g - 1 V t=i J 
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4.4 The Number of points on the Projective 
Mirror over Finite Fields 
In [28’ §6], D. Wan showed that the number of F^-points, denoted M{ip), on the 
family of projective mirrors satisfy 
- (a - + f - D " - 1 
Q <7-1 
Hence, the number of F^-points on the family of projective mirrors are 
_ ) = (g - + ( - i r {q - IT-' + ( - i r , 1 - 1 
- q Q 
/d-i \ 
+ 加 叫 
" n - l 1 1 f d - l \ 
-vi^-Ks^H (4測 
for ip = and for 0, 
_ = ； ； ^ ( ( ” 1 ) " + ( - 1 ) “ ) - ( [ 1 ) 二 + ( - 1 ) " + & 
q{q. -1) q ^ / - i 
+ 六 D ( G 爲 ） 
二 qn-l _ 1 I ( - l ) n - l 
q — 1 <7 — 1 
+ ( E T e i c h -，) ( G _ , ; r G „ ) (4.26) 
Remark 4.4.1. (1) For d = GCD{n, q — 1) = 1, the first formula 4.25 becomes 
~ 一 1 - 1 
g - 1 
while the second formula 4.26 is independent of d. 
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(2) If n = 5, the above formula become 
M(0) = < 4 _ 1 1 / 4 \ , 
((1 ^ (i \t=i y 
~ 一 I ( _ 1 ) 4 
q — 1 (J — 1 
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4.5 Summary of the Results and Related Con-
jectures 
We summarize the results of the calculations in this chapter here. For the family 
of Calabi-Yau varieties (1.1). 
Theorem 2. Let d = GCD{n,q- l ) , s = $ ’ 寸 e F^, and let N*{il；) and N{iIj) 
be the number of IFq-points on the (affine) variety defined by the equation 
P{X, l/j) = X'l + + . . . + < + 1pXiX2 ...Xn. 
Then 
( ( n n n n 1 d-1 / n \ 
¥ + � EE…E n � ，= o 
^ 4 ll=0 l2=0 ln=0 \ j = l / 
Zi+…+/„劲(mod d) 
靖 = ^ ’ 
Q 
A—1 d-1 d-1 d-1 / n \ 
+ - E E E … E Teidi"%0 ，功—0 
q t=o (i=o t2=o t„=o \j=i / 
� t i + … ( m o d d) 
( 1 d-1 d-1 d-1 / n \ 
『 - 1 + 宁 EE…E (li^-A ’功=0 
“+…+z„ 劲 ( m o d d) 
广 1 
1 s-l d-l d-1 d-1 / n \ 
_ = ^-Y, E E - - E Teich^H )^ n ^ ^ - v H ^ 
q T=O ti=o T2=O t„=o \j=i / 
ti+…+t„EO (mod d) 
1 d-1 d-1 d-1 [ n \ +宁 EE…E n � ’ 
^ Zl=0 l2=0 LN=0 \ j = l J 
、 …三0 (mod cy’n“=o 
Now if f is a homogeneous polynomial, then 
#{F;-point;s on the projective variety defined by / } 
#{F:-points on the affine variety defined by / } 
= • (4.27) 
<7—1 
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and 
#{Fg-points on the projective variety defined by / } 
#{Fg-points on the affine variety defined by /"} — 1 
= • (4.28) 
(4.29) 
Therefore, we can calculate the number of Fg-points on the family of projective 
Calabi-Yau varieties given by (1.1). 
Theorem 3. Let v{il)) be the numbers of ¥g-points in the family of (projective) 
Calabi- Yau varieties defined by the equations 
P{x, 1p) = X^ ——^ + 少叩 2 •••Xn. 
Then 
/ ( \ 
d-l d-l d-l / n \ 
去 E E … E n〜， s ’於=0 
7 “=0/2=0 in=0 \i=l / 
\ /i+-+/„=o (^ mod d) / 
• = ( ” 1 广 1 I 1 ,, ， 
q ‘ 一 1 ) 
s- l d-\ d- l d-l / n \ 
E E E - - - E Teich'" '� H g 叫 , 功 - � 
t=0 ti=0 t2=0 tn=0 \j=i / 
, …+t„=o ("mod cy 
( n - l 1 1 知 1 d-l d-l / n \ 
E E … E n � ’ M 
Zi+."+z„eo ( m o d d) 
- 1 I 1 〉（ 
q- 1 Q{Q - 1) 
6—1 d-l d-l d-l / n \ 
" � = T e i c h - W ) . 
t=0 ti=0t2=0 t,i=0 \j=l / 
ti+…+4„三0 (mod d) 
d-l d-l d-l / n \ 
+ 5 E E … E n � ’ " 0 
Y /l=0 l2=0 ln=0 \j=l / 
� Z i + …到 ( m o d d),Y\h=o 
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For the affine mirror (1.2) of the family above, we have the following. 
Theorem 4. For any ip € F.^ , let d = GCD(n, q-l),s = and let M{ip) be 
the number of IFq-points on the variety defined by 




-iin — + (—1广 + = 0 
q t=i 
Mw = • 
1 广 2 \ 
Putting the affine mirror into the toric variety described in (3.4) and take pro-
jective closure, we get the family of projective mirrors, which have their numbers 
of F(,-points as in the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. For any e F ,^ let d = GCD{n, q - 1), s = and let M{'IIJ) be 
the number of ¥q-points on the projective mirror, then 
( "n - l 1 1 \ 
_ = < ” 1 八 - ) \ 
" — 1 "(Q - 1) 乂 
In Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, if we fix d = 1, then 
‘王(((/ —1 广-i + ( - i广） ， = 0 
Q 
� = (a _ i)n-i 1 ^ ^ / " \ ’ 
Q \J=\ / 
- ( ( g - i r ^ + ( - i n ，二 0 
q 1 
_ , —(""-Mq-ir+i-ir-') 
1 
+ - 7 , # 0 
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and 
1 广 2 
By comparing the two expressions above, we get the following important ob-
servation. 
Theorem 6. Let 
P{x, Ip) = + ••• 1pXiX2 -••Xn 
be a family of (projective) Calabi-Yau varieties. Then if d = GCD{n, q — 1) = 
the number of ¥*-points of the family is the same as the number of F了�points of 
its family of affine mirrors with equation 
Q(x, ijj) = xi + X2 -{ h H h ip. 
XiX2 • --Xn-l 
We can go even further. Prom Theorem 3 and Theorem 5，in the case d = 1 
we obtain 
( 一 1 
- - ’ = 0 
</ - 1 
- 1 ( _ 1 广 
= q - l + 
、 ⑷ ( 奋 + 〜 t ’ ‘ … 
广1 — 1 
V r ，功=0 
二 < ^7-1 ( / - I 
1 广 2 
咖 - 1) 
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and 
’ 0 
广 - 1 (_1广1 
M � = + . 
1 
� t—1 
By comparing the two expressions above, we get the following important re-
sult. 
Theorem 7. Let 
P(工,V') = + + + 1PXIX2 •••XN 
be a family of (projective) Calabi-Yau varieties. Then if d = GCD{n, q — 1) = 
the number of F‘�points of the family is the same as the number of W(�points of 
its family of projective mirrors. 
This theorem motivates us to the following "arithmetic mirror symmetry" 
conjecture. 
Conjecture 1. Let X^ be a family of Calabi-Yau manifolds over a finite field ¥(" 
parametrized by E： F^, and X^, be its family of mirrors that is parametrized by 
the same parameter Then if we fix a particular I/J such that X^ is smooth, we 
have 
- points on 义功} = - points on ；^功}. (4.30) 
Since in our example, the mirror of the family (1.1) is constructed by certain 
quotient construction, a weaker conjecture (but more likely to be true) may be 
the following. 
Conjecture 2. Let X^ be a family of Calabi-Yau manifolds over a finite field F^  
parametrized by ip E F^, and G is a group that acts on X^ for each I/J, preserving 
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the holomorphic volume form of X.^. Then if X^/G is the mirror family of X^, 
for each ijj such that X^ is smooth, we have 
-po ints on X^；} 二 - points on X功/G}. (4.31) 
A partial result of Conjecture 2 can be found in [29]. They showed that under 
our setting, 
— points on 入〜,} = - points on X^/G} (mod q). (4.32) 
Chapter 5 
The Relation Between Periods 
and the Number of Points over 
Finite Fields modulo q 
5.1 Periods of Calabi-Yau Manifolds 
Let X be a Calabi-Yau n-fold, and fix a holomorphic volume form Q of X , which 
is a holomorphic (n,0)-form. If {r^} denotes a basis for the n-cycles Hn{X,Z) of 
A', then the periods of X can be obtained by integrating O over varies cycles Fj, 
i.e. 
Uj = fl. 
Since the cohomology group Z) has finite rank, D, and its derivatives 
(with respect to the moduli parameter) must satisfy some linear relations, which 
results in a system of PDEs called the Picard-Fuchs equations. There is an 
effective method of finding Picard-Fuchs equations for Calabi-Yau hyper surf aces 
in P", called the Griffiths-Dwork method, which is developed in [13]. 
It is known that the periods play a fundamental role in the study of mirror 
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symmetry [9]. Furthermore, they also encode the arithmetic properties of the 
underlying manifold, which in turn provide insight in mirror symmetry. One 
example of this philosophy is the relation between the periods and the number 
of F,�points modulo g, which will be studied in this chapter. 
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5.2 The Case for Elliptic Curves 
In this section, we consider the elliptic curve in Legendre form 
Ca ： ?/ = 2 : ( r r - l ) (n ; -A ) (5.1) 
with A e Fg. 
5.2.1 The Periods of Elliptic Curves 
For the case of elliptic curve, the holomorphic volume form is 
_ dx _ dx 
⑴一 Y - Y/X{X - 1){X - X)' 
the invariant differential of By repeatedly differentiating uj with respect to 
A, we find the Picard-Piichs equation for C\. 
+ + = 0 (5.2) 
To find the analytic solution of (5.2) wc assume that the solution is given by 
oo 
(t(X) = X^anA"' (5.3) 
n = 0 
with the normalization ao = 1. Putting this into the Picard-Fuchs equation (5.2), 
we obtain 
/ n + l / 2 � 2 
V "' + 1 J 
and so 
/ - 1 / 2 V 
\ ^ J 
Putting this into (5.3) gives the desired period 
二 /-1/2、2 
— ) = E U (5.4) 
71=0 \ Z 
For the details of above calculations, see [8, §2.10]. 
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5.2.2 The Number of F广points on Elliptic Curves Modulo 
Q 
Let CA be the number of Fg-points on the elliptic curve Cx (i.e. we do not count 
tho point at infinity). Our approach here is to use the (generalized version of) 
Fermat's Little Theorem (2.2) to write down cx modulo q. 
cx = Y. { l - ( y ' - x ( x - l ) { x - X ) f - ' ) + 0{q) 
x,yeF,, 
= E — —A)广 + •⑷ 
\ n J 
= - £ 二 ) 二 ( e (E(工"(I - - ^r] + � � 
n = 0 )' ' \xeFq y \ x e F , y 
Using 
(("了 1)!、, 1 )0 /-2 ) - - - (g -n) = (一 l)".n! (mod g) — 1 — nj! 
and (2.3), 
一 ) = 卜 。 ⑷ ’ - = 0 ’ 宇 ’ 
yeF, 0(g) , otherwise 
we have, 
c, = - 1)0(0； - A)o + - - ”/之）+ 0 (g ) 
XeFg 
= J ] — - + 0(g) 
xGF, 
In view of (2.3), only the coefficient of in •t("-i)/2(.t —1)("一""(.t-A))"-”/?’ 
or equivalently the coefficient of :z;("-i)/2 in {x - l)(9-i)/2(a； _ ;\)(9-i)/2 will have 
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nonzero contribution to the above sum. This coefficient is 
fc=0 乂 允 乂 
Therefore, the sum is 
fc=0 乂 片 乂 
= ( - l ) ( " + i ) / 2 ^ r f ) + (5.5) 
By comparing the expressions (5.4) with the above (5.5), we get the following 
important observation, which dates back to Y. Manin. See [8, §2.10] for an 
account. 
Theorem 8. The number of ¥y-points on an elliptic curve Cx modulo q can 
be expressed in term of its period. More precisely, if to' denotes the “truncated 
period” with only the first {q - l) /2 terms, 
(广 i)/2/ 1/9\2 = g 
Then 
cx = ( -1) (什 i ) / V + 0(g). 
Remark 5.2.1. Be careful that the truncated period is NOT congruent to the 
period modulo q. In fact, write q = ]f, we have 
广 - 1 / 2 〉 = , . 1 - 3 • . … 2 k - 1 
\ k J ~ ^ ^ ¥k\ 
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and (note that p is odd) 
o r d p ( 1 . 3 . . . . . 2 / 0 - 1 ) = + 
0略(2%!) = [-1 + [41 + • • •, 
LpJ 
where [x] denotes the integer part of x. It is then easy to see that if k is large 
enough, then 
ordp(l .3 ……2k-l)< ordp(2'^ "/c!) 
and so (一广）is not even in Zp! 
Remark 5.2.2. If g = p is an odd prime, the truncated period is also related to 
the structure of elliptic curves in the following way. We first need a definition. 
Definition 8. Let Cx be an elliptic curve over a field K of characteristic p, with 
defining equation 
E -.y^ = x{x- l){x - A). 
Define Cx to be supersingular if its endomorphism ring End(C\) (over the 
algebraic closure K) is non-commutative. 
Then we have the fact that E is supersingular if and only if the truncated 
period 
(p-l)/2 / / i、/9\2 
‘ E ( 二 ) ， 
k=0 \ ^ 
equal to zero. See [25, §V.4] for a proof of this result. 
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5.3 The Case for a Family of Quintic Threefolds 
In this section, we consider the family of Calabi-Yau varieties X吻 in Chapter 4 
with defining equation (1.1) for the case n = 5. 
P(;r’ VO = + 工^  + ... + ：!：• + il)XiX2 . . . rrs, 
where xfj = (rci’ …,Xs ) . 
5.3.1 The Periods of X少 
Our method here is a direct generalization from [7], which is the most explicit 
method by integrating the holomorphic volume form over a selected 3-cycle. We 
will sketch their method below. 
We choose the cycle PQ to be the set of points • • • ,2:5) e P^ with 
0；5 = 1’ |a;i| = |0；2| = 1x31 = 6, 
and X4 is chosen so that (工1’ …，工5) ^ ^v and it tends to zero when ip 00. 
To see the definition is valid, fix .ti,.T2,.T3 and define y by 
004 = {ipxix2xs)^y. 
The condition (xi, • • • ,0:5) G X^ then becomes 0:5 = 1 and 
+ + + {lJjXiX2X3)h^  + 1 + {1^ X1X2X3)^  = 0’ 
or 
5 l + a:f + xl + xl y = —y 5~. 
• • {ljjXiX2X3)^ 
Thus we see that when —> 00, there is one solution that tends to zero, while all 
the others tend to some roots of the equation y^ = —1，so the corresponding X4 
has a unique solution that tends to zero. Note that such / ?�is a 3-torus. 
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Next, we need to describe the holomorphic 3-form on X^. We can represent 
holomorphic 3-form by restricting 3-forms on the projective space IP^  to X^. Take 
the affine open subset X5 = 1 and on this subset we take 
cfei 八 dT2 A dT3 
_ =补 dPMVd^. 
— 八 d:r2 八 
5x1 + 1pXiX2X3 X喻‘ 
This is a meromorphic 3-form on X^. To show that it is actually holomorphic 
(for a generic member of the family X^, we note that for i = 1, 2，3，4, 
dxi = ax4, 
OXi 0x4^ 
and hence (the hat means dxi is to be omitted) 
〜，、 ，dxi八…doc i…八dcc4 
_ = ^ 乂 • 
This shows that apart from x^ = 0, f i � can only have a pole when dP(x, /dxi = 
0 for all 2, which is impossible if X^ is nonsingular. Since Kx^ = 0’ there cannot 
be poles on the divisor x^ = 0. This shows that Q � is a holomorphic volume 
form. 
By integrating the holomorphic volume form over (3Q, we get 
for some constant CQ. Writing A = we get an expression 
_ = 尝 驛 ( 5 . 6 ) 
which will be called the fundamental period of X . . 
Remark 5.3.1. Since 63 = 204, there are 204 linearly independent periods of 
the lioloinorphic 3-fonii i1{il)). Candelas et. al. [7] found that there is a 1-1 
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correspondence between the periods and the monomials 
t V 一 V5 
山 一 山2 山3 
of degree X )钩= 5 i y ( v ) , 0 < u;(v) < 3. This gives us a way to simplify the system 
of Picard-Fuchs equations and therefore one can find all the 204 periods. 
5.3.2 The Number ofF^-points on Quintic Threefolds Mod-
ulo q 
Recall that in Chapter 4，we denote the number of F^-points on X^ by N{iJj). To 
find Ni^j)) modulo q, we may use the expressions in Theorem 2 and then modulo 
q. However, computing it directly using the method in the previous section is 
easier, and we will use this method. By (2.2), 
" W O == ^1 (1 - (3：? + ... + 工怠 + # 1 . . .工 5 广 1 ) + 0 ( ^ 
xeF5 
= - Y Y y ( 丁 1 ) ' ， ' , • . . 4 一 - + o(g) 
X6F5 k=0 '£ki=k 
Now apply the formula (2.3), we have for 0 < A; < g - 2, 
y ^ I • ⑷ ,g-l{5k,-k ’ 
工‘： \ - l + 0(q) ,g-ll5k,-k ‘ 
and for k = q — 1, 
y 工5k相小fc = I 0(g) ’ 5/c广 0 o n 1 十 5k,： 
么 工 \ - 1 + Oiq) ’ 0 and g - l|5/c,. 
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So if d = GCD(5, q — 1) = 1’ the congruence 5/cj 三 k (mod g - 1) have a 
unique solution for each k, and that all ki are equal. Thus Ylki = k implies that 
5|/c, say 5n = k. U d = GCD(5, q-1) = 5, the congruence 5ki 三 k (mod g - 1) is 
solvable only if 5|/c, and to contribute a nonzero term in the sum we need 5/c.j ^ 0, 
and among the solutions that satisfy /c,; = /c, only the solution 
ki = • • • = ks = k/S = n 
have all the /c^ 's nonzero. Thus in any case, the only contribution to the sum is 
due to the solution ki 二 … = = n,5n = k. Therefore 
NW = -(-1)5 E ^ ^ ^ J ^ v ^ + o w 
n=0 ^ •) 
-s徵")〜⑷ 
= E + (5.7) 
n=0 ^ '') 
By comparing (5.6) with (5.7), we once again get the result that the number 
of Fg-points modulo q can be expressed in terms of the "truncated period". 
Theorem 9. Suppose that X^ is smooth. Then the number of IFq-points on the 
quintic threefolds X^ modulo q can be expressed in term of its period. More 
precisely, if 0o(A) denotes the "truncated period" with only the first [{q — l)/5] 
terms, 
0o(A) = E 體 A-
^ [nlr 
n=0 V ’ 
Then 
_ = 0'o(A) + O ( g ) . 
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Remark 5.3.2. One can show that the group G in (3.3) used in the mirror con-
struction acts on the torus /3o, and so (3Q can be regarded as a 3-cycle on the 
mirror manifold Y^. On the other hand, it can be seen easily that the holomor-
pliic volume form n is invariant under G � a n d so it descends to the non-singular 
part of Y^. Hence the period 0o(A) is actually a common period between X^ and 
Y^ , (recall that A = 
Now in view of Theorem 7 that we proved in Chapter 4，we see that the 
number of F^-points modulo q on the mirror manifold can also be expressed 
in terms of its periods, at least in the case GCD(n, g — 1) 二 1. 
Remark 5.3.3. Let q = p be a prime. In [1], Candelas et. al. shows that if we 
consider modulo higher power of p, we can recover some other periods. All the 
periods that appear in their expressions are the common periods between X^ p and 
their mirror manifolds. 
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